Golf News

Everyone smiling despite the fierce conditions

Summer Cup – KSC East
Saturday 14th July

A

nother successful event in KSC East with
sixteen players registered to compete
for the Summer Cup. Despite terrible
weather, we had a few new members joining the
event, namey Alan Yue , Vivian Poon and Hoi
Leung. Lets give them a warm welcome and
we do hope to see more of them in future GS
events.
As usual, we left at 7.30am and arrived at KSC
at around 9.40am. The rain was falling gently
as we teed off and there was already a strong
wind blowing. The first to tee off were Terry
Wright, Dallas Reid and Tom McColl. With
a long drive and precision iron play, Tom won
the longest drive at hole 17 and claimed first
place in the Summer Cup with 33 stableford
points. Terry loved it when the wind came up
Saturday afternoon. He knows KSC East course
reputation for chewing up players in the wind
and rain especially with the difficult holes such
as 8, 9 and 10. At hole 10, he had to hit a 5 iron,
with only 140 yards to the flag. In such terrible
condition, he still shot an 82 with 32 stableford
points to claim second place. Dallas had another
good round to claim the best gross in the
Summer Cup.
The second group to tee off were Jonathan Li,
Jonny Lam and Alan Yue. Jonathan is a very
experienced golfer and he was able to handle
the golf course relatively easily. With two nearest
the pins at hole 5 and 8, he shot 92 with 30
stableford points to win the third place. Alan also

Tom McColl with his trophy
2018 Ladies Club Champion Lily Chan

played a wonderful round with 1 nearest the pin
at hole 15. He told me this is his first time to win
a prize at a golf event!
The third and fourth group were the ladies group.
Some of them couldn’t finish some of the holes
due to the heavy rain so their results couldn’t be
counted. However, Lily and Lana played their
par 3s exceptionally well to win the nearest the
pin at hole 3, hole 12 and hole 13.
To sum up, here is the detailed results
1st place: Tom McColl–33 stableford points
2nd place: Terry Wright–32 stableford points
3rd place: Jonathan Li–30 stableford points
Bess Gross: Dallas Reid (88)
Nearest the pin
Hole 3: Lana Woo
Hole 5: Jonathan Li
Hole 8: Jonathan Li
Hole 13: Lily Chan
Hole 15: Alan Yue

2018 Men’s Club Champion - At last!

Nearest the Pin in 2 shots: Lana Woo
Men’s Longest Drive: Tom McColl
Ladies Longest Drive: Peggy Chan
That’s it for the Summer Cup and we look
forward seeing you at the next event.
Happy Golfing
Ted
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